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ANOTHER WINTER SEASON seems to be 
a distant memory now, and all mara-
thon skiers are filling in their dryland 
training calendars. What kind of endur-

ance work-outs should I do this training season 
and how many specific double poling exercises 
are needed for the best possible results in 2016? 

Indeed, the whole sport is facing a dramatic 
change as kick waxing seems to be a thing in the 
past, at least among the elite athletes. How much 
should this drastic development affect a regular 
Joe’s daily training routine? Is it really a good 
idea to throw your kick wax containers in the 
garbage bin? Well, not really! Diagonal technique 
will remain a valid method of moving ahead on 
ski tracks for most of us, but an extra focus on 
double poling should be carried out as much as 
possible.

Of course, most of elite skiers and the competi-
tive group behind them have abandoned the good 
old diagonal stride, and their summer training is 
designed to improve double poling and thus the 
human capacity to utilize that particular techni-
que in the best possible manner. For the ones who 
don’t do skiing professionally, or even semi-pro-
fessionally, the importance of the double poling 
materializes in weekly strength and technique 
trainings. One must ensure that one has enough 
power to use technically fluent double poling on 
flat parts of any course and maintain one’s own 
maximum speed as long as possible on those se-
gments.

We will talk more about the double poling re-
volution on the pages of this magazine’s upcoming 
issues. Now, however, it’s time to look back on 
the winter trails we left behind and recall some of 
the greatest moments on ski marathon events. I’m 
proud to announce that Marathon Skier has ente-
red a new frontier by becoming a free-of-charge 
publication. And not just that, we are now expan-
ding into summer events as well as the cover of 
this issue may have suggested.  

That picture has been taken in Europe’s fourth 
biggest marathon run, Stockholm Marathon. Once 
again, Sweden shows its unique expertise on crea-
ting spectacular events on a global scale. Speaking 
of Sweden, we are not forgetting the greatest ski 
race Vasaloppet; this time you can experience the 
magic of StafettVasan, a rely race on the legen-
dary course. Vasaloppet has its own magazine 
called Vasalöparen, and its editor-in-chief Erik 
Wickström will tell you about a 24 hour challenge 
that he and I will face come April 1, 2016.

Besides having Sweden on spotlight, we will 
bring back some wonderful moments from the 
greatest ski races in Central-Europe, introduce a 
guru from Russia, fight the nature in Iceland and 
double pole from Finland to Norway and back in 
a skating race. 

So, sit back and enjoy our reformed magazine, 
and while you do it, get ready for the new sea-
son by enjoying the perks of the dryland training 
season; roller-skiing on country roads in a perfect 
sunny evening…. It’s almost like skiing on snow!

EDITORIAL 

TEEMU VIRTANEN
Editor-in-chief

teemu.virtanen@vo2.fi

SUMMER BRINGS ALONG 
SOME GREAT  

CHANGES!
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MERINO OFFERS  
AUSTRALIAN WARMTH  
FOR FROSTY SKI TRAILS 
Australian I/O Merino has designed functio-

ning winter clothing from merino wool. The-

se outfits work well for skiers offering a good 

protection against cold weather when skiing 

on long distance trails. 

We tested two of their products and we 

were extremely satisfied with them. The long 

sleeve shirt that I personally used for test pur-

poses has a soft feel without any itchiness that 

is sometimes associated with wool products. 

It also kept my body warm in wet and cold 

conditions. Here’s more info about the tested 

products:

The Vital Long Sleeve shirt is the softest 

merino wool products in the market. It can be 

used as an undergarment or a regular sports 

shirt. The color and size options can be check 

out via this link: 

http://iomerino.com/vital-longslee-
ve-oil-green-s

The Elemental Jacket  is designed for ac-

tive sports offering warmth, comfort and the 

softness of merino wool. The jacket acts as a 

mid-layer or outer-layer for any kind of athle-

tic activity. This design prevents any traditio-

nal-pocket bulges which disrupt interlayer 

warmth trapping and impairs thermoregulati-

on, but still allows you to keep your money, ID 

or energy bar close at hand.

More info about the jacket:

http://iomerino.com/elemental-jac-
ket-vibrant-green-s

You can also log onto I/O Merino’s websi-

te to find out what other products they have 

available and what the company is about:

http://iomerino.com

START SKI WEATHER FORECAST  
MOBILE APPLICATION FOR ALL SKIERS

Startex has launched a mobile application that 

offers daily weather forecasts with waxing in-

structions. The user can check out the upcom-

ing weather and choose a corresponding wax 

instruction for both skating and classic skiing. 

There are several levels of waxing tips depend-

ing on the skier’s physical capacity; from rec-

reational skiers to elites. All weather conditions 

are featured as well to ensure that the right 

waxing will be found for any day of the winter. 

Video enhancements are also included, and 

the app can be downloaded at Google Play 

and AppStore services. Currently, the service is 

only available in Finnish, but the English ver-

sion will be out for the next ski season.

PHOTO I/O MERINO

http://iomerino.com
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http://iomerino.com
http://www.hiihtosaa.fi
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50km 32km 20km
01.05.2015 - 30.06.2015 65 € 40 € 25 €
01.07.2015 - 15.10.2015 70 € 45 € 30 €
16.10.2015 - 15.12.2015 80 € 55 € 35 €
16.12.2015 - 06.02.2016 90 € 65 € 40 €

07.02.2016 - 28.02.2016 100 € 75 € 45 €

http://www.finlandiahiihto.fi


MARATHON | Asics Stockholm Marathon

Asics Stockholm Marathon 
– THE MOST  

INTERNATIONAL 
RUN IN THE  

WORLD
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Swedes know how to make things big. They have the 
greatest pop bands in the history of popular music, 
ABBA,  and their biggest export business is pop mu-
sic. They have won the European song contest six 

times, which is more than any other country, and they host 
some of the biggest sport events in the planet.

Vasaloppet is the greatest and biggest of the ski races, Gö-
teborgsVarvet is the biggest half marathon in the world (64 
000 registered runners for 2016 event and more than one million 
registrations since 1980), Lidingöloppet is the most popular 
trail run in the world (more than 30 000 runners), Vansbro-
simningen is Europe’s largest open water swimming event 
attracting more than 13 000 people, Vätternrundan is the 
world’s largest recreational cycling event with about 25 000 
attendees, and Stockholm Marathon is the most international 
marathon run being the fourth biggest in Europe after Paris, 
London and Berlin Marathons.  

SWEDEN, WHAT A 
COUNTRY IT IS! 

TEXT TEEMU VRTANEN  |  PHOTOS LASSE HURMALAINEN, ASICS STOCKHOLM MARATHON
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MARATHON SKIER was invited to attend Stockholm Marat-
hon this May. The run had participants from 101 nations. The 
most exotic countries represented in this year’s event were 
Greenland, Afghanistan, Burundi, Irak, Iran and Uganda. Swe-
den’s neighbor country Finland had about 2500 runners, 
which is a far cry from the best 
years when more than 6000 
Finns inhabited the streets of 
Stockholm.

The first run was held in 
1979 with 2155 eager runners, 
of which 69 were women. This 
year, 5694 women were regis-
tered in the race, which is 27,7 
% of the total number (20 532 
registered runners). Almost half of them debuted in this par-
ticular event (10 336 registered runners), and 16 men and 
two women have participated in every Stockholm Marathon 
since its origin.  

The event had 3352 workers including all volunteers. The 
average age of men runners was 42 and 39 for women. The 

oldest runner was a 88-year old man and the youngest ones 
were 17 (a boy and a girl). Banana was the favorite fruit on 
the run, and 44 500 units were eaten during the event. 45 000 
liters of sport drink and 82 000 liters of water were drunk in 

725 000 paper cups. Salted pickles were served 
in huge quantities as 600 kilos were consumed 
by the participants. In the finish area, 15 000 
sausages, 10 000 liters of alcohol free beer and 
5000 liters of coffee were served to the ex-
hausted runners.

The event is put together by two sport 
clubs; Hässelby SK and Spårvägens FK. The-
se two clubs run an active event business as 
250 000 participants enjoy their various races 

throughout the year. A few days before Stockholm 
Marathon, there was a special event for women, Vår Ruset, 
attracting 25 343 enthusiasts for shorter distances. The day 
after that, Sweden’s youth had their share of fun in Stockholm 
Mini Marathon as 6 412 smiling faces enjoyed their day in the 
capital of Sweden.

The spring season is not the only busy time for the orga-

The first run  
was held in  

1979.

10 11



Fun for  the whole city!

nizers. They have four big events taking place later this year 
starting with the biggest relay race in Sweden in the end of 
August. Bellmanstafetten has 3800 teams and 19 000 runners. 
In early September, women will have their day in Stockholm 
when Tjejmilen starts off with 33 000 
runners making it the largest sport event 
for women in the country. That run is 
followed by Stockholm Half Marathon 
with its 18 000 participants. Finally, 
Tjur Ruset calls for 13 000 adventure 
runners for two days in October.

Personally, it was really interes-
ting to see one of the biggest marat-
hon events in Europe up close and 
personal. The day was not perfect weather-wi-
se as the runners had to fight against rain and cold wind. 
Despite of that unfortunate climate challenge, the runners 
seemed to be in good mood and the spectators along the 
course were cheering loudly. I asked them why they defied 
the rainy weather and the response were unanimous; “this is 
a tradition and it’s fun for the whole city!” That’s the spirit 

we should see more often!
 For us, it was quite challenging to move with our video 

camera by foot from one drinking station to another as the 
runners progressed in the run.  

We managed to cover 
several points on the 
course, and you can see 
the video here. 

On the video, you can also enjoy 
the cruise ship travel from Helsinki to 
Stockholm and see what special treats 
Silja Line can offer its marathon run-
ning passengers.

Stockholm Marathon is certainly great fun and a perfect 
chance to enjoy the beautiful city of Stockholm. For inter-
national marathon travelers, I would recommend taking the 
cruise ship between two Nordic capitals. By doing that, you 
can kill two birds with one stone and explore Finnish and 
Swedish cultures in a single trip. ᴥ
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LA  
DIAGONELA – 
MARATHON SKI 
MAGIC IN THE 
ENGADIN  
VALLEY

La Diagonela is a new marathon ski race taking place 
in the beautiful Engadin valley in Switzerland. 

LOPPET SPOTLIGHT | La Diagonela
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This classic ski race is 65 km long, but the actual course 
has not yet been available for skiers due to this year’s 
challenging weather and last year’s Ski Classics invol-
vement. 

This event started when Ski Classics head David Nilsson 
called the organizers up after Jizerska Padesatka was cancelled 
in 2014. Ski Classics needed a replacement race quickly and 
David asked if the Swiss team could put together a world-class 
event in 10 days. Not shy for the challenge, the La Diagonela 
reps accepted the request and rolled up their sleeves and man-
aged to pull out a race of high caliber. This marathon was 50 
km in distance and designed only for the Ski Classics 
elite skiers.

The success of the race encouraged the organ-
izers to make La Diagonela an annual event 
open for everyone. The course was decided to 
be run through the famous valley where the 
Worldloppet race Engadin Ski Marathon takes 
place, but this time the organizers wanted the 
distance to be a bit longer to accommodate 
the classic skiers much better. 

Thus, the 65 km scenic route was locked 
down and one of the highlights would be pass-
ing the famous alpine village St. Moritz. The tim-
ing would also be perfect for a ski marathon; a week 
before Marcialonga and well ahead of the area’s afore-
mentioned crown jewel event (La Diagonela orgazination is 
separate from Engadin Ski Marathon). So, everyone expected 
this event to be a wonderful experience carried out by the al-
ways punctual Swiss people.

A great experience it was indeed, but unfortunately Moth-
er Nature was once again in a capricious mood. The valley is 
known for good winters because of the high altitude (1800-
1900 m above sea level), but this year was an exception. The 
white powder was nowhere to be seen until two days before 

TEXT TEEMU VRTANEN  |  PHOTOS NIKO NÄTTINEN

 
 

 Small race  
surroundings  
mixed with a  

big race  
atmosphere.
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the race. The organizers were splitting hairs, 
and then suddenly the sky opened up giving the 
much wanted relief in the form of fresh snow. 
Unfortunately, it snowed so much that the race 
had to be shortened to 45 km using a 15 km loop.

The race itself will be remembered for Bill 
Impola’s amazing solo skiing and his unfortu-
nate detour that cost him the victory. Öysten 
Pettersen won saying that he didn’t deserve the 
title and it should be granted to Mr. Impola. The 
course was one of the toughest ones in the mass 
skiing circuit as it had many uphills and curvy 
downhills without any tracks due to falling 
snow. Zero conditions added up to the challenge 
and waxing was quite an enigma.

OUR FINLANDIA-HIIHTO Team’s adventure 
already began at the Helsinki airport as two of 
our team members decided to do a last minute 
carbo-loading by having some pizza before em-
barking on the plane. So tasty was the pizza that 
they missed the flight and had to take the next 
one to Switzerland. For the rest of the team, it 
was a bit inconvenient as we had to spend four 

more hours waiting for them to arrive at the 
Zürich airport.

Because of this misadventure, we arrived in 
our destination at 3 am and had no idea where 
to go. The organizers had arranged a nice place 
for us to stay, but we couldn’t find it and ended 
up in a hotel where some of the elite teams were 
staying. After the first night at the hotel, we 
were escorted to our apartment in the morning 
and the rest of our visit went smoothly. I have to 
take this opportunity to thank the organizers for 
their hospitality and everything they did for us. 

We spent the day before the race testing our 
skis and getting used to the elevation.  Coming 
from low altitude I could feel the “thin air” in 
my lungs, and we all pondered how it would af-
fect our performance the next day. We also took 
a trip down to Zuez where the race office was 
located. The town center acted as the finish area 
of the race much like Cavalese for Marcialonga 
in Italy. 

The atmosphere was quite palpable and see-
ing the elite skiers mingling with the regular 
folks was something out of ordinary. The race 
was relatively small because of its short history, 

but being a Ski Classics race it gave the event 
an international presence with huge TV trucks 
standing in the race zone and tech people nerv-
ously running around. I have never experienced 
anything like that where you had “a small race 
surroundings mixed with a big race atmosphere.” 
The greatest thing about this was the fact that 
there were no traffic jams anywhere!

Since the conditions were challenging, I 
chose my zero condition skis (wax-free) as did 
many other skiers. It snowed quite hard when 
we started the race, but it stopped after awhile 
causing slippery slopes. Many skiers fell down, 
myself included, as the downhill parts were 
tricky and bumpy.  

The first marathon ski race of the season is 
always a huge shock to the system, and so it was 
once again. The elevation, challenging course 
and tough conditions sucked the energy out 
of me. I had to fight against cramps in my up-
per-body, and the last loop was really difficult. 

To add to my exhaustion, I had to maneuver 
in the big group as they happened to start their 
race when I plunged into my last lap. The elite 
group, which I was part of, had started their race 

LOPPET SPOTLIGHT | La Diagonela
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90 minutes before the other categories, and most 
of them were able to start their final lap ahead 
of the group start. Unfortunately for me, I wasn’t 
fast enough and I entered the stadium area right 
when the “big mass” started their stampede. At 
the time, it felt somewhat annoying trying to 
find my way through the moving crowd, but I 
can smile at it now since it became another great 
skiing memory to cherish. 

All in all, our team did well. Niko Nättin-
en finished in the 44th place while I crossed the 
finish line as the 63rd fastest skier. Jari Hirn 
(whose story you can read in our April 2014 is-
sue) managed to be in the top 100 by taking the 
83rd place in the race. The finish line was very 
similar to the one in Marcialonga where the race 
ends in the town square of Cavalese.  This time, 
the town square, where the race ended, was in 
Zuez. The final ascent was much easier in this 
race than in Italy, but a respectful climb none-
theless.  

A great event has a nice after-ski party, and 
La Diagonela was no exception. In the evening 
after the race, pasta and beer were served to 
skiers while a band played on. This party was 

a special one to me as the idea of the 24-hour 
skiing challenge originated there. David Nilsson 
suggested that we should do a “man-against-
man” event in Åre with the focus on breaking my 
existing world record in 24 hour Nordic skiing 
(433,459 km). 

As luck would have it, this spring season was 
too warm and the event couldn’t take place, 
but it will happen on April 1, 2016 starting a 
day before Årefjällsloppet. I will face my Swed-
ish opponent Erik Wickström, who is the edi-
tor-in-chief of Vasalöparen and a top skier him-
self; 25th in Vasaloppet 2014 & 37th this year, 
and possibly a skier from Norway. Speaking of 
Erik, you can read about him in the last section 
of this magazine. 

So, La Diagonela will always have a special 
place in my heart, and let’s hope that the next 
winter season will be more favorable in terms 
of snow. 

You can get more info about our 
upcoming 24 H challenge at the 
Ski Classics website:
http://www.skiclassics.com

AS THE RACE took place on Saturday, we had a 
full day on Sunday to enjoy the amazing scenery 
in the valley. The snowstorm had moved away 
and the sun shone brightly. I felt sad for the or-
ganizers as the following day would have been 
perfect for the race. It also convinced us that 
this location is one of the kind for a marathon 
ski event. We took an oath to come back next 
year and hopefully the full-length course will 
be groomed and ready for the third attempt. I 
wholeheartedly recommend this race to all mar-
athon ski enthusiasts, and I strongly believe that 
the event will become one of the greatest in the 
“Nordic ski-loppet circuit.”.

You can check out our  
team video here 

and log onto the La Diagonela 
website at www.ladiagonela.ch
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MARATHON SKI WEEK IN CENTRAL-EUROPE: 

WORLDLOPPET  
ENJOYMENT AT ITS BEST

LOPPET SPOTLIGHT | Marathon ski week in Italy
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Report by Juha Tuikkanen  
(Marathon Ski Traveler)

Our ten-day ski trip to Central-Eu-
rope started at Helsinki-Vantaa 
airport at 7 pm on Friday, January 
16th. We eagerly familiarized our-

selves with the course map of Dolomitenlauf in 
Austria knowing that our race would start at 10 
am the next morning. We knew that we would 
arrive in Munich late in that evening, which 
wouldn’t give us much time to prepare for the 
race.

We arrived at our hotel at 3 am after a 
five-hour drive from the airport. The only car-
bo-loading we had time for took place at a gas 
station on the way. We had a luxurious 3.5-hour 
sleep before getting up again and heading to the 
race center where the snow kept falling with no 
end in sight.

The classic event took place in Obertilliach, 
which is more than 1400 meters above sea lev-
el. The first Dolomitenlauf was held in 1970 
with 48 skiers, and today it hosts thousands of 
eager participants in both classic and skating 
races. This year’s event was particularly chal-

lenging because of the constantly falling snow. 
We decided (four of us) to use zero condition 
skis, and it was the right choice. We didn’t put 
much focus on glide as our primary goal was to 
experience a new Worldloppet race without any 
hassle. The long drive and lack of sleep put an 
extra toll on our performances, but we all did 
amazingly well.

The course in classic race is rather inter-
esting even if it passes the stadium area three 
times during the race. The Sunday’s skating 
race was moved up to Obertilliach as well since 
there was no snow down in Lienz. We skipped 

Passo Tre Croci, beautiful 
scenery high above sea 
level.
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that race and continued our travel to a small village called 
Sappada in Italy.

More info about Dolomitenlauf:  
www.dolomitensport.at/en/dolomitenlauf/

 
ON SUNDAY, we finally had some time to rest and recuperate 
from the race. However, we went to see the junior champi-
onships in the local village, and it was surprising to see how 
many enthusiastic young athletes were present at the games. 

We had a five-day break in-between our races, and we en-
joyed it by skiing in high altitude locations such as Tre Cro-
ci and Pellegrino (1800-1900 m) and spending a day in the 
downhill slopes. For alpine skiers, Italy has a lot to offer, and 
it was great to take an advantage of the pleasures of “Nordic 
skiing’s faster cousin”.

ON THURSDAY, we moved from Sappada to Moena, which is 
the starting point of the famous Marcialonga. The remaining 
part of our travel group arrived that night as well. We wanted 
to do Lavazeloppet on Friday but decided to skip it this time 
around. Instead, we went to see a biathlon Worldcup race 
where women fought for the title in Anterselva. Finnish skier 
Kaisa Mäkäräinen finished in second place, which crowned 
our day and gave us a needed boost for the main event of our 
trip, 42nd Marcialonga. 

Unfortunately, the long 70 km course was shortened to a 
57 km loop because of the poor snow situation in the valley. 
The start area was also moved up to a place called Mazzini 
leaving the first 13 km of the course unhinged. That move 
made the race much easier since the only uphill part is in the 
first 10 km, not including the final climb to the finish. The 
organizers had done a tremendous job in making sure that the 

Passo San Pellegrino is located 13 km from Moena. Italian Junior Championships in Sappada

Sappada is a small village with 
1300 inhabitants in northern
Italy by the border of Austria. 
Famous skiers Silvio Fauner,
Pietro Piller Cottrer and Maurilio 
de Zolt were born there.
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There’s some  
indescribable  

magic in the air 
whenever  

Marcialonga  
takes place.
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event would go ahead as planned. They’ve put artificial snow 
in almost every section of the course. 

WHAT MAKES Marcialonga one of the most popular mara-
thon ski events in the world? I’d have to say it’s the course 
that goes through those tiny villages and towns where people 
are cheering in a way only Italians know how. Norwegians 
surely love this race as 2500 of them participate every year. 
Perhaps, we should call Val di Fiemme a little Norway from 
now on.

THIS YEAR’S RACE was blessed with perfect weather; sun-
shine and some frost in the morning. Our team did well 

achieving better final results than our bib numbers should 
entitle us to. This was great for us as the next year’s seeding 
will be based upon this year’s results unless you do well in 
another Worldloppet race that could entitle you to an upgrade 
in your starting row. Samuli Pigg was the fastest skier in our 
group finishing in the 131st place among the total of 5181 
skiers. In women’s category, Sinikka Munukka was 42nd out 
of 1000 female skiers.

I was also very happy with my performance. I was able to 
double pole most of the course, and it felt great to pass other 
skiers in the final leg of the race. The only regret that I have is 
my refusal to have wax service done on my skies right before 
the final ascent to the town center of Cavalese. Once again, 
the climb was a bit too much for me and I could have used 
more kick wax. I wish I could be like the elite skiers and just 
double pole the hill all the way to the finish line. 

OUR TRIP was a success, and all of us are setting our sights on 
upcoming ski marathon events, and perhaps we’ll come back 
to the Val di Fiemme valley because there’s some indescriba-
ble magic in the air whenever Marcialonga takes place.

More info about Marcialonga:  
www.marcialonga.it/

Above: Finnish supporters at Anterselva
Left: Juha Tuikkanen
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hiihtomatkat 
Upea uutuus 
Vasaloppet China 4.1.
● mukana suomen, kiinan ja 
    englannin taitoinen tulkki
● Paluumatkalla olemme 4 yötä Pekingissä. 
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elokUUssa 2016
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● Opastettu ryhmämatka, 
    jossa on oheisohjelmaa hiihdon lisäksi. 
    Sinun on mahdollista liittää omatoimimatkaa 
    tähän pakettiin.

UUsi-seelanti Ja aUstralia
● voit yhdistää vaikka Argentiinan matkaan 
    ja kiertää maailman ympäri 

www.vetikkotravel.com

maraton@vetikkotravel.com

puh. 010 235 1100

VaraUkset Ja tiedUstelUt:

www.facebook.com/VetikkoTravel

Suomalainen 

matkanjärjestäjäsi!

Järjestämme uuden 

yhteistyökumppanimme 

electrofit oy, simo-Viljami ojasen 

kanssa seuraavat 

hiihtoleirit:

ramsaUn hiihtoleiri 11pv. 26.9. -7.10.

toBlaCh tekniikkaleiri 17.-25.1.
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Business as usual we tell our friends as we rush into 
another meeting and sign contracts that promise us 
everything and give us nothing. We call our lunch 
breaks “power lunches” because there is no time to 

waste. Do you see yourself in this rat race?
Such is life with many professional athletes as well. As a 

journalist and producer, I find myself living in a pre-scheduled 
existence where every minute is marked in my calendar. Days 
go by and weeks seem to repeat themselves. It is not easy to 
juggle with the duties of my work, personal life and sport re-
lated engagements. Someone always suffers, and quite often it 
is not I but the dearest ones around me.

My week before the Tartu Marathon in Estonia was exactly 
like the one I described above. I went ahead with full throttle 
without stopping for a moment to breathe. On Sunday, I had a 
40 km ski race in Hyvinkää, Finland. Heavy double poling in 
windy conditions! On Monday and Tuesday, I spent teaching 
English and writing stories for the publication you’re currently 
reading. On Wednesday, I woke up at 4 am and headed to the 
airport in Helsinki. I took an early flight to Stockholm, and 
from Arlanda Airport I traveled by train to the city center with 
my ski bag on my shoulders. After a 30-minute walk, I arrived 

at the Ski Classics head quarters in Gamla Stan (Old Town) 
where David Nilsson welcomed me with open arms. We had 
some work to do as the 24-hour challenge was going to be held 
in the end of March.

My dear opponent in that race, Erik Wickström, showed 
up around noon, and we headed to the Grädet Park where Da-
vid and his team had put together a 2 km ski track to promote 
Årefjällsloppet and Ski Classics. The idea was to have a promo 
event for our upcoming challenge, but the sponsor engage-
ments did not materialize for this particular day. That did not 
hinder us from doing our own promo day, and we decided to 
have a 60-minute challenge in a “man-against-man” fashion. 

So, Erik and I released our inner-beasts, and we skied as 
fast as we could in that short loop around the park in down-
town Stockholm. The editor-in-chief of Vasalöparen (Vasalop-
pet’s own magazine) beat the one running this respective pub-
lication. He reached the 24 K line in 
60 minutes while I was about 600 
meters behind him.

Then, we had a quick shower in 
a nearby hotel and did some pro-
mo shootings in the lobby. I took 

TEXT TEEMU VRTANEN  |  PHOTOS TARMO HAUD, KAIMO PUNISTE, ARDO SÄKS

TARTU MARATHON 
THROUGH  

THE EYES OF A  
REPORTER

We are busy people living in a hectic world. The clock is always ticking  
and we are on the run. Sleep deprivation is an unwanted companion, and 
we drink our morning coffee on-the-go towards the adventures of the day. 

LOPPET SPOTLIGHT  | Tartu Maraton
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my ski bag and rushed back to the airport and 
returned home. The next morning, I handed my 
skis to my service guy, Antti Honkanen. For the 
rest of the day, I spent doing some paper work 
until I realized that the clock was merciless once 
again. It was three o’clock and time for me to 
head back to the airport and fly to Estonia.

I MUST HAVE been in Swed-
ish time because the awful 
truth hit me hard. “Oh my 
God, I’m still in Lahti and 
my plane takes off in 90 min-

utes!” For those of you who are not familiar with 
the map of Finland, I can tell you that the dis-
tance between my home town, Lahti, and Hel-
sinki is about 100 kilometers. And an hour and 
half is not enough time to drive to the airport, 
check in and make the flight. But I decided to try 
to make it anyways.

I drove like a crazy maniac passing some po-
lice vehicles on the way. Luckily, their attention 
was on something else than me. I made it to 
the airport in an hour, and I had 30 minutes to 

check in and rush to the gate. You can imagine 
how I felt at that time, but giving up is not a 
phrase in my vocabulary. By the time I reached 
the security control point, I heard the airport 
announcer calling my name. “Mr. Virtanen, the 
gate closes in two minutes. Please, come to the 
gate 25 immediately!” There I was standing at 
the control point with my belt in my hand and 
begging them to let me go. I did some Spider-
man leaps over the air as I ran down the stairs 
towards the gate. I got there and dove into the 
shuttle taking us to the plane. Needless to say, 
I was the last person to arrive at the gate, but I 
made it!

This Tartu Marathon trip was somewhat dif-
ferent from the other ski events as I was there 
as an invited media guest. When I arrived at the 
Tallinn airport, I had a welcome team to escort 
me to the hotel where I was staying. I had a 
chance to relax for a short moment before our 
first appointment in our itinerary was going to 
take place. We had a nice dinner at Olde Hansa 
restaurant in the old town where I had a chance 
to get to know the other media representatives. 

In our group, there were reporters and journal-
ists from Russia, Norway, Czech Republic, Lat-
via and another person from Finland.

 After our Medieval cultivation, we were 
transported back to our hotel where I had a 
chance to exchange some views on life, poli-
tics and sports with my Norwegian colleague. 
We tried to analyze the 
reason for Norway’s he-
gemony in Nordic skiing 
and pondered the effects 
of the aftermath of our 
great fiasco, the Lahti 
2001 doping case. This 
particular print journalist 
happens to live in Trondheim where many top 
Norwegian skiers are based. He told me that he 
knows most of them personally, and he recalled 
a special training that he was invited to witness. 
Now, I will share this piece of information with 
you as well:

“First John Kristian Dahl, Johan Kjölstad 
and their fellow skiers did an interval training 
where they had 6-8 minute tempo sprints with 
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a short recovery time. Right after that, they did 
a three-hour roller ski training with fast speed 
and finished up by doing a race up a hill for 10 
km. All of this by double poling. Skjölstad com-
plained that he couldn’t beat his record time in 
the 10 K uphill sprint, but he admitted that his 
previous attempts didn’t precede four hours of 
training”.

NO WONDER Norwegians dominate in our be-
loved sport. Training hard is the key, but of 
course we should always find time to rest and 
recuperate. Our body needs a shock every now 
and then, but we just have to remember to take 
it easy for awhile after an extensive exercise. 
Training is quite simple, but very often we for-
get about this basic principle. 

Our trip continued the next morning, and we 
headed towards Tartu where we were greeted 
by the city’s mayor. He told us about the history 
of this beautiful city in Southern Estonia and en-
lightened us on the perks that his domain could 
offer a visiting tourist. From Tartu, we moved on 
to Otepää where the race start was located. The 

distance between these two locations is about 40 
km, which makes Tartu a perfect place to be for 
the marathon.

In Otepää, we had a nice lunch in a place 
that used to be a holiday spot for the commu-
nist regime in the time of the Soviet Union. With 
full bellies, we went to see the stadium where 
our race was going to take 
off and where a World 
Cup event is held every 
season. Then, the group 
went snowshoeing while 
I stayed at the stadium 
and waited for my Finlan-
dia-hiihto Team to show 
up. The rest of my gang came a day later skip-
ping all the fun in Tallinn. 

I have done Tartu Marathon only once in 
2007 (actually twice, but the first time I had 
to finish the race after 4 km because I caught a 
stomach flu the night before), and I had no clear 
recollection on the course or the race itself. So, 
it was nice to ski on the trail both on Friday and 
Saturday just to get an idea what was going to 

be ahead us come Sunday.
On Friday night, the organizers invited us to 

a nice dinner, and the following day was booked 
for activities such as checking out a special race 
for kids. I decided to pass on all the official ac-
tion on Saturday and concentrate on the race 
next day. The only mandatory thing to do was 
the Team Captain Meeting where the rules and 
regulations of the race were bestowed upon us. 
A special request was made by the organizers to 
all of the elite skiers. They asked us to refrain 
from taking skating steps while double poling. 
This is a topic that has been a part of many dis-
cussions and arguments in this winter season 
and fairly so. As the double poling technique 
is becoming more popular, not just among elite 
skiers but with others as well, the temptation to 
use a little extra help in steep hills grows tre-
mendously.

This overwhelming hospitality reminded me 
of my days in Los Angeles where I had a chance 
to interview all of the major Hollywood stars 
from the great ones, such as Tom Hanks and 
Michael Douglas, to the bad ones, such as Ste-
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ven Seagal and Tommy Lee Jones. One of the 
interesting interviewees was Russell Crowe 
who could be very charming in his good days 
and very condescending when feeling a bit un-
der the weather. 

ANTHONY HOPKINS, on the other hand, was 
one of the greatest interviews I’ve ever done. I 
remember talking to him at the Meet Joe Black 
junket, and right before me, a female journalist 
rushed out of the interview room with tears in 
her eyes. It was challenging to continue from 
there, but I was able to intrigue him with my 
set of questions. By the end of the interview, we 
were talking about death, life and the meaning 
of method acting, which for him was basically 
rubbish.

Being a young man at that time, my female 
guests were always the best eye-candy available, 
and I vividly recall Jennifer Lopez in her early 
days and Cameron Diaz at the set of “The Mask” 
movie with Jim Carrey. Real cat women both of 
them! Those were the days and I still smile with 
pleasure when reminiscing about them.

These big movie promotion events are called 
“junkets”, and the ones that took place some-
where else than in Los Angeles were the best 
ones. Since I lived in LA, an interview session 
there was merely a regular day at work. But all 

hell broke loose when we took 
off to another location such as 
New York, Miami, Washington 
D.C. or Houston. We, journal-
ists, stayed at five-star hotels 
enjoying all the perks availa-
ble.

There were so many great 
experiences, and some better 
than others. I remember fond-

ly the “Rock” junket at the Alcatraz prison where 
Nicholas Cage and Sean Connery partied with 
us. In Orlando, Florida, we had the entire Uni-
versal Studios theme park open for us, and the 
cast of the “Casper” movie was hanging out with 
us throughout the night. I even sang some kara-
oke with Bill Pullman, and I am not a singer by 
any means. In Houston, we had a special junket 
that took place at NASA’s facility where we in-

terviewed all the actors from “Apollo 13”. There 
I had one of my many great sessions with Mr. 
Hanks. The Cannes film festival was always the 
cream of the crop where parties never stopped 
and everyone let their hair down.

Of course, this special treatment that we me-
dia representatives received was a part of the 
movie studio’s refined marketing campaigns. 
When you wine and dine someone, that person 
is more likely to support your product or at least 
give you some credit for taking care of business. 
This marketing approach is well adopted by 
some of the event organizers, too. Vasaloppet 
has its own Guest of Honor program every year, 
and Tartu Marathon seemed to be doing a good 
job in catering us in any way they could. And 
this effort certainly pays off as the number of 
written articles about the event has risen due to 
the media invitations.

So, I am a media professional but I’m also 
a marathon skier. I was in Estonia, not only to 
write about the event but also to participate in 
it. The weather changed for Sunday as the cold 
breeze kicked in. The wet snow dried up and my 
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cold weather skis worked perfectly. The course 
in Tartu Marathon is very varied with some nice 
hills and flats. The longest climb is about 15 km 
into the race, and the last 15 K is flat much like 
in Vasaloppet. The finish line is in Elva, in the 
midst of a forest where tents, stands and cottag-
es create an illusion of a more permanent place.

I had completely forgotten how great the race 
was. The course is one of the most pleasant ones, 
and perfect for double poling. Norway’s top ski-
er, Eldar Rönning, won the race, and I was happy 
to be the winner of my age group (M45) placing 
myself in the 18th place overall. Tartu Marathon 
was also a FIS Marathon Cup race guaranteeing 
some top athlete participation.

As my final comment, I 
would like to say that Tartu 
Marathon offers a cross-country 
skiing experience that will stay 
with you long after the snow has 
melted. So, if you have not done 

the race yet, you should mark it in your next 
year’s calendar and start preparing yourself for 
some Estonian hospitality. ᴥ

Tartu Marathon facts:
• 214 skiers started the first  
 marathon in 1960
• A total of 172 284 participants  
 over the years 
• The greatest number of entries  
 in 1985 with 13 200 
• The greatest number of finishers,  
 9858, 1986
• The current course from Otepää to  
 Elva has been in use since 1997
• In 2013, there were 11 086 participants in  
 all the program events, 29 countries  
 represented 
• The fourth biggest ski marathon in the  
 world after Vasaloppet, Birkenbeinerrennet  
 and Engadin Skimarathon
• The biggest winter sport event in Estonia,  
 it is also called “Estonian Winter Song  
 Festival” 
• 10 % of the participants come from abroad 
  (the biggest countries are: Finland, Russia,  
 Latvia, Sweden and Norway) 

• Estonian Raul Olle is the only skier who has  
 won the race three times, and Sandra  
 Hansson from Sweden has been the best  
 woman for four times 
• The course is the widest in the world;  
 max 16 tracks and minimum 6 tracks  
 throughout the course
• The highest point is Harimägi (211 m  
 above sea level, about 15 kilometers  
 from the start) 
• The track (course) is open for skiers  
 through the whole season
• There are about 1300 people involved in  
 various organizational activities  
 (volunteers & organizers) 
 
 

More information about the event at 
www.tartumaraton.ee
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TEXT TEEMU VIRTANEN
PHOTOS JARI HIRN

Vasaloppet, the greatest of the mara-
thon ski events, is more than just 90 
km of trail from Sälen to Mora. It is 
a constitution that every Swede knows 

inside out, and it has grown into an internation-
al phenomenon reaching millions of viewers 
on TV and getting more than 100 000 annual 
participants. The winter week has about 78 000 
skiers every year, and the summer counterpart 
attracts about 30 000 mountain bikers and run-
ners. The 2016 Vasaloppet sold out in record 
time (83 seconds), and many who couldn’t reg-
ister in time had to lick their wounds again and 
hope that one day they may be lucky enough 
to get in.

Last year, Marathon Skier took 
a peak behind the scenes of this 
great event to find out how it is 
actually put together. You can 
read about it on our April 2014 
issue and check out the video clip 
attached: 

THIS YEAR, we wanted to do something dif-
ferent in terms of the Vasaloppet experience, 
and we figured that StafettVasan would be 
something that we haven’t yet been able to get 
exposed to. Relay races are always great team 
spirit boosters, and there’s always something 
“extra” happening while doing your best for 
your team. In StafettVasan, the 90 km course 
is split into five legs, each different in distance 
varying from 9 km to 24 km. Most of these 
five-skier teams are there for fun, but the lead-
ing teams take it very seriously. 

Our Finlandia-hiihto Team (Finlandia Ski 
Marathon Team) met this new challenge with 
open arms. The relay race on Friday would be a 
great preparation for the main event on Sunday, 
or it could be the final nail in the coffin for all of 
us. Either way, we were ready for it. As a matter 
of fact, this race was even more important for us 
than the great Vasaloppet because we represent-
ed our team here against all the tough Swedish 
opponents. 

We arrived in Mora on time on Thursday 
except our Russian enhancement who got stuck 
at Arlanda airport waiting for his friend to ar-
rive from the motherland. That made the rest 
of us quite nervous, and we started to look for 

STAFETT-
VASAN 

RELAY SKIING 
FUN ON THE 
LEGENDARY 

COURSE

LOPPET SPOTLIGHT | StafettVasan
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someone to replace him in our team. We even 
thought about doubling some of the legs so 
that one of us could ski two sections, but that 
is against the rules and it would be much too 
taxing to do two legs in one day and then have 
the big “nine-zero” on Sunday. Great thanks to 
our host, Kjell Kratz, who was able to allure a 
young and promising Norwegian skier to join 
our ranks! Once that info reached our ears, we 
were finally able to relax and focus on the next 
day’s trial by fire.

More than 1600 teams had signed up for the 
race, and more than 1300 of them crossed the 
finish line in Mora. Our team managed to pull 
off a great race by finishing in the fourth place. 
Top three teams were elite ones with young 
and strong skiers, and we really didn’t have a 
chance against them but we did our best and 
were really happy with the result. 

More info about the event and the 
results can be found here:
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NIKO NÄTTINEN,
1. Section 24 km, Sälen-Mångsbodarna

STAFETTVASAN was a great experience, not 

just for me but for the whole team. What really 

makes this special is the fact that you ski for 

your team, not just for yourself. The team spirit 

is the thing, and the feeling that you get when 

we all work for a common goal.

I had the honor of starting the relay race to-

gether with 1600 other teams. The first leg was 

24 km from Sälen to Mångsbordarna, exactly 

the same course as for Vasaloppet. The weath-

er was nice and sunny, and the tracks were hard 

because of the cold night. I decided to dou-

ble-pole without any kick wax despite of the 

grueling uphill in the beginning (2.5 km). I had 

a perfect starting position as I was in the front 

row, and I was able to place myself among the 

top skiers when we reached the big hill.

In addition to me, there were some oth-

er double-poling teams in the race, but most 

of them were skiing with kick waxes on. After 

the long climb, I got myself into the top group, 

which kept going very fast.  Luckily, I had really 

good skis, and I was able to hang on even if I 

was totally in my “red zone”. Towards the end 

of my leg, I was able to pass skiers with kick 

wax, and I managed to come to the exchange 

in the fourth place only a minute behind the 

leading team.

My good performance gave a great boost 

for our team’s other skiers, and I was really 

happy with my race. My involvement didn’t just 

stop after the first leg; I became a service per-

son for our team. We didn’t have anyone to as-

sist us, and we had to transport ourselves from 

one place to another and make sure that all 

the other team members had everything they 

needed for their respective legs. After a careful 

planning, everything went smoothly. That as-

pect also raised the morale within us and gave 

us an extra kick in the race. 

TEEMU VIRTANEN,
2. Section 24 km,  

Mångsbodarna-Evertsberg

THIS RACE WAS probably the best relay experi-

ence I’ve ever had. It’s very seldom that one has 

a chance to ski among so many teams on the 

legendary trail of Vasaloppet. There were about 

8000 skiers moving around from one place to 

another, and the weather was perfect.  The at-

mosphere was more relaxed than in the main 

event, which is a demanding effort for any ski-

er. It seemed to me that everyone was enjoying 

the event and “sucking up the team spirit”. 

My warm-up was much too short, but I 

managed to run about 10 minutes before I had 

to step in to the exchange area. A new race has 

its own perks and a share of excitement, and 

you cannot rely on your normal routine since 

everything around you is much different from 

what you’re used to.  Once again, I wondered 

about the enthusiasm of the Swedes to partic-

ipate in events like this. It was wonderful to see 

how they really seemed to embrace every mo-

ment of the race day, and the event was really 

well organized. No wonder they call Vasaloppet 

the king of the ski races!

It was easy to follow the progress of the race 

on TV monitors by the exchange area, and I 

have to admit that I felt a tiny lump in my throat 

as I heard that Niko is approaching Mångs-

bodarna in the fourth place. I knew that I had to 

go as fast as I could and then some.

That was exactly what I did, and it was some-

what challenging to start the race going straight 

downhill, literally speaking. As Vasaloppet skiers 

know, right after Mångsbodarna there is a long 

downhill part, which is the first real opportu-

nity to rest in the main event. Now, my body 

wasn’t really warmed up to double-pole with 

the maximum speed needed for such a decline. 

However, I picked up the pace very quickly and 

proceeded ahead with two fellow skiers.

All three of us went double poling, and just 

before the long uphill before Risberg one skier 

fell behind. Once we hit the big hill, I was push-

ing as hard as I could but by the time we were 

up on the hill I had to give in a little. I tried to 

keep up with the skier in front of me, but he was 

a strong double-poler and he slowly distanced 

himself from me. I focused on keeping the gap 

in minimum, and towards the end of our leg I 

was able to close it a bit.

I came to the exchange area in the fifth 

place, and I felt happy that our team was still 

within top-5. After finishing my leg, I realized 

that I had pushed myself really hard and I was 

exhausted. I almost had to throw up and I was 

staggering all the way to our car. Now, it was 

my turn to be the chauffeur. While driving to 

the next location, I pondered in mind if this 

race was too hard in terms of the main event 

on Sunday.  Now, I can say that I felt the relay 

race’s strain on my muscles in Vasaloppet, but 

most likely it didn’t have much influence on my 

performance in that 90 km stretch. 

I would really recommend this event to an-

FINLANDIA-HIIHTO TEAM 
MEMBER COMMENTS IN 

THEIR RESPECTIVE RUNNING 
ORDER CAN BE READ HERE
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Luckily, I had really good skis, and I was able to hang on  
even if I was totally in my “red zone”.  NIKO NÄTTINEN
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yone. It offers a great chance to build up your 

team spirit, whether you’re in it for fun or do 

it a bit more seriously, and gives you an op-

portunity to enjoy the famous Vasaloppet am-

bience. For elite skiers, the relay race may be 

a bit too much because there’s only a day to 

recover before Vasaloppet. The only negative 

thing about the event is that, like Vasaloppet, 

this one is always sold out.

JARI HIRN, 
3. Section 14 km, Evertsberg-Oxberg

THIS WAS MY FIRST StafettVasan and only my 

second time in Vasaloppet. So, I didn’t know 

what to expect. The whole event was well 

put together, and the weather was nice, too. 

This relay event was much bigger than I had 

thought. Amazingly, the traffic moved along 

very smoothly.

We had some logistical problems within the 

team because Teemu and I stayed at Högfjäll-

shotel in Sälen. We were honorary guests invit-

ed by the organization committee.  Niko and 

Jukka-Pekka stayed in Mora, very close to the 

finish. We had a slight change in our plans as 

our Russian member couldn’t participate and 

we had a Norwegian replacement. Despite of 

all the hassle, everything went well and we 

managed to move around with two cars.

My skiing went perfectly. I had some butter-

flies in my stomach when I heard that Niko and 

Teemu had done so well. I knew that I would 

be in the top five, which meant that there 

gap between me and the next team. My skis 

didn’t really work that well and I double poled 

all the way with skating skis. The weather got 

much warmer during the day, and there was 

some suction underneath my skis because of 

the wet snow.

It was a great honor to be a member of 

this team and be in the race itself. I’m happy 

that the team did so well, and I hope that I can 

come to Finland for Finlandia-hiihto someday 

(Finlandia Ski Marathon). I have now repre-

sented Finlandia-hiihto Team in the biggest ski 

arena and in the greatest ski relay race in the 

world.

JUKKA-PEKKA OJALA, 
5. Osuus  19 km, Hökberg-Mora

ONCE AGAIN, Vasaloppet organizers showed 

us how to put together a real ski event. Not 

only an event, but a real proof of how our be-

loved sport should be kept alive. I think it is 

important that young people are encouraged 

to step into this sport, and these kinds of team 

spirit events certainly lower the threshold to 

enter.

In Finland, we should learn from this ex-

ample and work on making our events much 

more lucrative. StafettVasan represented Nor-

dic skiing at its best; social gathering, incred-

ible organization, great atmosphere and the 

right doze of competitiveness. I think this is the 

secret that the Swedes and Norwegians have. 

They are capable of creating events that every-

was no time to slow the pace down. I decid-

ed to start my leg very hard and see how long 

I could keep that speed up. To my surprise, I 

was able to maintain the speed except in up-

hills where I had to pace myself a bit.  My leg 

had the toughest hills just before Oxberg, and 

I had kick wax on my skis, which was a good 

decision. I don’t think that I’m strong enough 

to double pole all the way.

I didn’t look back at all. I only focused on 

my own performance, and it felt great to be  

a part of this team in a race like this. This was 

certainly one the greatest experiences I’ve ever 

had. That’s exactly what I’m looking for when 

ski racing. I love pushing myself, but marathon 

skiing is much more than blood, sweat and 

tears. It is a lifestyle to me, and I know that our 

boys feel the same.

BJÖRNAR KVAALE, 
4. Section 9 km, Oxberg-Hökberg

FOR ME, THIS RACE WAS A GREAT intensive 

training and an opportunity to enjoy the “Vasa-

loppet atmosphere.” I’m still a young skier, and 

the main event is a bit too long for me at this 

stage of my career. Of course, I’ll do it some-

day. This event was an excellent practice for 

that. 

I didn’t know anybody in the team, but I as-

sumed that they’ll do well and that I’ll be skiing 

among the top teams. And that’s what hap-

pened. I had to ski by myself as I couldn’t see 

anybody in front of me and there was quite a 

Nordic skiing is often considered to be a “lone-wolf ’s sport”,  
but I’d say that camaraderie is the reason why I still do this  

in my fifth decade. JUKKA-PEKKA OJALA
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This was certainly one the greatest experiences 
I’ve ever had. That’s exactly what I’m looking 

for when ski racing. JARI HIRN

one wants to participate in regardless your age 

or gender. And when they do this, they also at-

tract a lot of young talent to these events and 

they may get to be beaten by the “bug”. There’s 

nothing greater than to race in your own team 

on the legendary Vasaloppet trail.

I’m certainly not a young talent anymore, 

but this race was an unbelievable experience 

to me. This was much better than any other re-

lay race I have been part of. I’ve never seen this 

many people in a relay race, and the sensation 

totally took me over. I’m quite happy with my 

personal performance considering that my trip 

to Sweden was almost canceled due to my 

persistent flu.

My team members took care of the earlier 

legs, and I didn’t have to be nervous before-

hand. The three top teams were far ahead and 

the one after us was minutes behind us. So, I 

decided to secure the fourth place and ski with 

ease.  Unfortunately, about seven kilometers 

before the finish I lost a basked on my pole. 

I had to ski in a crooked position focusing on 

using the pole with the basket. At that time, I 

felt some nervous ticks in my body, but luckily I 

was able to keep up a good pace until the end. 

By the time I saw the Mora Church closing in, 

my heart jumped a bit. I have never come to 

the Vasaloppet finish line in a position like this!

It was great to be interviewed in the finish 

about our performance and about Finland. My 

basketless pole got the attention of the an-

nouncer and the camera operator shot some 

footage of it. I have seen and experienced 

many things in my skiing career. I always re-

member my training sessions with the late 

Mika Myllylä on Tervaneva swamp, and this 

relay race is certainly on the podium of my 

memories. Nordic skiing is often considered to 

be a “lone-wolf’s sport”, but I’d say that cama-

raderie is the reason why I still do this in my 

fifth decade.
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Fossavatn  
Ski Marathon  
– extreme skiing in an exotic land

Worldloppet is expanding and new 
countries join the fun. China, 
New Zealand, Argentina and 
Iceland are new members in the 

marathon skiing family. It is great to see that 
Nordic skiing is not just the thing that the Vi-
kings do somewhere in the Arctic Circle. Three 
of the aforementioned countries are not neces-
sarily considered as major cross-country skiing 
nations, but Iceland, on the other hand, has a 
reference to the cold weather in its name. Sure-
ly, Icelanders know how to ski!

Fossavatn Ski Marathon is a great addition to 
Worldloppet, and Marathon Skier had the hon-
or to witness the Icelandic hospitality two years 
ago when the race was a member of Euroloppet 
rather than Worldloppet. 

You can read the story on  
our very first issue at  
www.marathonskier.com 

and see the video of that  
trip here

LOPPET SPOTLIGHT | Fossavatn Ski Marathon

TEXT TEEMU VRTANEN  |  PHOTOS TOM WICHT, PIXABAY.COM
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FOR ME, this trip was much different from the 
first one (the video attached). This time, I knew 
what to expect and I was traveling with some 
enthusiastic master skiers for whom marathon 
skiing is certainly a lifestyle with the capital 
L. Our trip was organized by Vetikko Travel 
(Paula Vetikko), and it was a pleasure to have 
everything taken care of instead of arranging 
every single detail myself like I usually have to 
do.

We all met at the Helsinki airport on Thurs-
day, the last day of April. We flew to the Rey-
kjavik airport where we climbed aboard a tour 
bus and headed up north towards Isafjörður 
where the race was going to take place. The 
drive from the capital of the island to this little 
fishing village is a long haul, and we had an 
overnight stopover somewhere in the middle.  
The place was not really much to look at, but 
they served a really nice dinner there and had a 
cozy room to sleep in.

The next morning, we continued our journey 
after a hefty breakfast. The weather was nice 
and climbing up to the mountain peaks went 
smoothly. I recalled my previous trip, and par-
ticularly the return one, when Lasse (our vide-
ographer) and I got stuck in a snowstorm and 
had to be rescued by the road assistance crew 
(that’s something you didn’t see on the video). 
Now, Mother Nature was smiling upon us, and 
we arrived in our destination safe and sound.

It was nice to see familiar faces and places 
when we reached the race location. However, 
I must admit that much had changed in two 
years. The festivities before and after the race 
had grown and taken a more grandiose form. 
The Worldloppet presence was tangible, and the 
event seemed much bigger than before. 

I WAS also surprised to see that there were al-
most 70 skiers from Finland attending the race. 
Besides Vetikko Travel, there were two other 

groups from our country. It made the organiz-
ers very happy, and I believe that this race has a 
good chance to grow into an international sea-
son ending event. What could be more fun than 
have your last ski race of the season in Iceland 
in early May and then take the much needed 
break before the summer training begins.

Speaking of these people who devote their 
free time to this wonderful sport, I sometimes 
wonder what really drives them to do this. I 
know why I do this, and I assume it is partially 
the same drive that they have; the love for ski-
ing. But there is at least one big difference be-
tween them and me, and many others like me. 
I have competitive goals, but they go to these 
events to experience something new and enjoy 

themselves on the tracks. 
At least, that is what I thought. After talk-

ing to these unsung heroes of marathon ski-
ing, I realized that they have their own goals 
as well. They may not aim to be the fastest in 
their age group or beat their fellow skiers, but 
they do have a clear destination in mind. They 
collect stamps in their Worldloppet passports 
at every race trying to become “the Masters of 
the Sport”. Some of them have traveled around 
the world several times and are now collecting 
stamps in their 10th or so passport. As you can 
see, these people compete as much as I do when 
trying to claim the title of “the Master with the 
most completed Worldloppet races on his/her 
belt.”
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When traveling together with these “Gentle-
men and Ladies of the sport”, I witnessed the 
genuine enthusiasm and love that they have for 
skiing. They talked about it all the time, they 
told stories about their adventures and travels 
and focused on the race ahead of us. Each event 
has a story of its own giving them a new item in 
their bag of memories.

– I do these mass start races because I’ve got 
hooked in 1974 after my first Finlandia-hiihto, 
said Tom Wicht, global skier #67. 

– I have participated in Finlandia every year 
ever since. Even in 1988 when I went to the US 
and Canada around that time. That year, they 
changed the date of the event because of the 
Olympics. So, marathon skiing has become a 
lifestyle to me. In 1983, I did my first Marcia-
longa and decided that I’d do all of the World-
loppet races since I had so much fun. Back then, 
there were 15 events in the cup and now there 
are 20. I only have two races left; the one in 
Argentina that I’ll do this August and the one in 
New Zealand, which I’ll do in 2016.
MARTTI WIDING was another eager long dis-
tance skier who told me that marathon skiing 
was like a drug that gets you addicted for life.

– I was quite old when I started skiing, I was 
about 40 years old when I did Kalevan Kierros 
(7 sport events within a year), and skiing was 
one of the races in the cup. For me, it was the 
most challenging one. After completing that 
cup, rowing and skiing remained as hobbies in 
my life. First I did some ski races in Finland, 
but my hunger grew and I wanted to experience 
something new. 

– So, I ventured outside my homeland’s bor-
ders in search of new friends, adventures and 
things to see. The Wordloppet passport gives a 
great incentive to go out and do the races, and 
travel agents like Paula do a wonderful job in 
putting these trips together.

MATTI AND TOM have certainly seen the world 
through the eyes of a Nordic skier, but what 
events do they value the most?

– I’d have to say that the race in Canada was 
one of the most memorable ones, Matti told me. 

– The course was quite tough and I did both 
classic and skating races there. Another one to 
cherish is Marcialonga where the organizers do 
so much to make the event a special one for 
skiers. And the people are cheering along the 
amazing trail that goes through all those idyllic 
villages.

Tom is more homeward bound in his recol-
lection of the greatest moments on ski tracks. 

– The first Finlandia is always my favorite 
as I was able to ski the whole course, 75 km (in 
reality about 82 K), with wooden skis. Anoth-
er one that I remember fondly is Finlandia in 
1978 when the starting area, Katumajärvi lake, 
was covered by water but we just ignored it and 
took off with wet feet. In 1985, the extremely 
cold weather was a challenge, but with warm 
clothing I managed to go through that one as 
well. Finally, the first Vasaloppet in 1982 be-
cause I hadn’t done a race that long by then. 
Now, I’ve got 12 Vasaloppets behind me.

SO MANY memories, so many happy moments 
and so many challenges that they have come 
across in their escapades on their snowy tracks. 
Another one was waiting for us all in Iceland, 
and quite an experience it was indeed. The 
weather on the race day was windy and snowy, 
and the long 50 K course was shortened to two 
25 K loops. The heavy wind and constant snow-
ing made the track disappear underneath us as 
we stumbled ahead somewhat directionless. 
The course was perhaps the hardest one I have 
ever done in a marathon ski race. The first 15 
K of the course went uphill, and only the last 5 
K of the loop had an easy downhill towards the 
stadium area.

Four skiers took off right after the start, and I 
was in the chasing pack. Anders Södergren from 
Sweden and I were the only double polers in 
the race. If ever, this was the time I should have 
put some kick wax on, but I soldiered on with 
my wax free skis. By the time we reached the 
second loop, the weather got better for a few 
minutes and even the sun shone for a brief mo-
ment. That pleasure did not last long, and soon 
we were fighting against the wind and falling 
snow. Our chasing pack was able to catch up 
a skier who had fallen behind from the leading 
group. Using the easy part towards the end of 
the first loop, I was able to double pole with 
a fast tempo and leave others behind except a 
young Norwegian skier, Mårten Soleng Skin-
stad, whose older brother Petter was in the 
leading group, and Riitta-Liisa Roponen, one 
of the top female skiers in the world.

WE SKIED together in the final loop, and I tried 
to get away by double poling as fast as I could 
but it was impossible due to the tricky condi-
tions. By the time we reached the final uphill, I 
was quite exhausted and could not keep up with 
Riitta-Liisa and Mårten as they diagonal strode 
up the hill. However, I almost caught up with 
them again in the final 5 K as it was downhill 

all the way to the finish. I finished in the fifth 
position with the time of 3 hours and 9 minutes, 
which was my slowest 50 K race ever. Even the 
winner, Ilya Chernousov from Russia, used 
2.48 minutes, and I assume that was probably 
the slowest winning time of any Worldloppet 50 
K race in recent history.

I have to say that I really enjoyed the event 
even if the conditions were challenging. Once 
again, Fossavatn Ski Marathon surprised me and 
the hospitality of the organizers was something 
to remember by. There was a nice after party in 
the evening with dancing until the morning. On 
Sunday, we headed back to Reykjavik where we 
stayed overnight by the airport. On my last trip, 
I had a chance to swim in the ice-cold ocean, as 
you could see in the video, but this time I was 
able to dive into some hot water in the Blue 
Lagoon, one of the great wonders of the world. 
For that, I have to thank our travel agent Paula, 
and not just for the hot geyser but everything 
else she did for us. She managed to conjure up 
a captivating trip, and our Master Skiers Martti 
and Tom seemed to agree with me.

– Paula is a real professional in terms of 
organizing marathon ski trips like this, Martti 
commented after the race. 

– I think it was good that we had two loops 
because the second one was much easier since 
we knew what was coming. I didn’t have any 
problems and my skis worked well so the hills 
were not that hard. Overall, the trip went well 
even if we had some minor hick-ups here and 
there, but that’s part of the fun in traveling.

Tom seemed to be on the same page with 
Martti, and he also liked the two-loop course. 

– They should have the 2 x 25 K course on a 
permanent basis. It’s much easier for skiers, and 
the conditions seem to be unpredictable here 
so it’s safer as well. You can also pace yourself 
much better when you know the course. The 
second loop was much easier because I knew 
what to expect. This was really a nice trip and 
it’ll be quite high up on my top 10 list. How-
ever, I’ve done so many races that it is hard to 
rank them. But Paula did a wonderful job, and 
I can’t wait to see what she has cooked up for 
us in Argentina.

After all is said and done, we have another 
saga in our storybook of memories, and that is 
what this sport is about. It is not about winning 
a race or beating your opponents, it is about 
enjoying the lifestyle that we call marathon ski-
ing. If you have not experienced it yet, I urge 
you to take your ski bag, hop on a plane and 
explore the world one ski track at a time. ᴥ
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Marathon skiing has its own un-
official world championships or 
world cup in the form of Ski Clas-
sics series and FIS Marathon Cup 

by Worldloppet. In addition, the annual king of 
the ski races, Vasaloppet, is regarded as “the 
World Championships of Marathon Skiing in 
spirit”. The truth is that many elite skiers con-
sider winning that race to be a more prestigious 
honor than taking the gold medal home from 
the World Championships, or at least an equal 
honor.

The Ski Classics series has dominated the 
market for several years now and given a much 
needed boost for marathon skiing. FIS Mar-
athon Cup is an alternative for elite skiers to 
chase after fame and glory, and this cup in-
cludes skating races as well unlike Ski Classics. 
Perhaps, FIS Marathon Cup should solely focus 
on skating and thus offer a valid parallel cup 
alongside Ski Classics serving those who want 
to specialize on free technique.

So, marathon skiing is becoming even more 
popular among “the regular elite skiers”, the 

World Cup athletes, and they are participating 
in these mass start events in greater numbers. 
That being the case, it would be interesting 
to have an official World Championships title 
granted to one of the events, Vasaloppet being 
the first choice because of its grandiosity. When 
this happens remains to be seen, but while we 
are waiting for that great moment, Euroloppet 
has has a head start on the other ski organiza-
tions. 

The European Championships started as a 
two-race event where the skating race was held 
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in another location than the classic one. The 
combined time from both races was calculated 
and the fastest skier claimed the title. Of course, 
having two races apart from each other put an un-
wanted strain on skiers, and the organizers wise-
ly decided on having both races in one location, 
back-to-back. 

Now, the Championships is a two-day event 
in alternating locations each year. This year, the 
event took place in Bodenmais, Germany in the 
form of Skadi-loppet. 

Marathon Skier did not attend the 
race, but you can check out our video 
from last year when we went to the great 
town of Bodenmais to find out what Skadi-loppet 
and the European Championships are all about.  

THE GOOD THING about the European Champi-
onships is the age group categories. Not only the 

young and handsome can fight for the prestigious 
title of the fastest skier in Europe, but the master 

skiers have an equal opportunity. Being the Eu-
ropean Champion in my age group, I can vouch 
that it feels good to have the medal hanging on 
your neck. You, my dear readers, can do the 
same next year as the event moves from Ger-
many to the Pyrenees Mountains in Spain. The 

host race will be Marxa Beret, and the course is a 
challenging one, even for double polers. 

You can see it for yourself by checking 
out our video from Marxa Beret 2014.

I can vouch  
that it feels good  

to have the medal  
hanging on  
your neck.
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Each marathon race has its own selling 
point to attract keen skiers. Vasalop-
pet has its history and the length of the 
trail, Marcialonga has its wonderful sur-

roundings and the trail that goes through the 
villages in the Val di Fiemme valley, Birkebei-
nerrennet is known for its long climb up to the 
mountain and König Ludwig Lauf has its finish 
in the legendary town of Oberammergau, kno-
wn for its Passion Play every ten years.

It is important for the organizers of these 
races to have points of interest on the course or 
in the vicinity. Marathon skiing is not just put-
ting your skis on and completing a preordained 
distance. It is a pleasure cruise for most parti-
cipants, and hence the more an event can offer 
the better business they are going to do. 

SAAMI SKI RACE is not yet a major event 
among marathon ski races, but it certainly has 
an advantage over any other long distance ski 
event. It goes from one country to another, and 
the beautiful nature of Lapland surrounds the 
skiers. The 90 km race starts in Hetta, Finland, 
and goes to Kautokeino, Norway. However, the 
organizers have said that in 2016 the course 
will be reversed. Unfortunately, this winter’s 

event had some bad luck as the course had to be 
altered due to sudden warm winds that turned 
the snow into mush in Norway. So, the cour-
se started in Hetta and went all the way to the 
Norwegian border and back. The total distance 
was 80 km and the final descent to Kautokeino 
had to be left out. 

It was my first time in Saami Ski Race, and 
it would have been great to finish the race in 
Norway, but now we only had a short loop on 
the holy land of cross-country skiing. Despite 
of the alteration, the race was very memorable 
to me. First of all, the scenery was majestic up 
north in Lapland, although the course was very 
flat. Secondly, I double poled almost all the way 
while my fellow skiers around me went skating.  
After all, it was a free technique race, and I cho-
se to do what I do best; double pole.  

It was a good test for myself to see how well 
my new double poling technique works among 
faster skating skiers (I changed my technique af-
ter Vasaloppet, and I have been training a faster 
tempo poling ever since). I was able to main-
tain a good pace for the first 30 km being in 
the top 15, but the classic track on the side got 
somewhat slower towards the end of the race. 
The wind factor had its role in my performance 

SAAMI  
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– NORDIC SKIING 
BETWEEN TWO  

COUNTRIES
as well. On the way back, it was mostly head 
wind and I just could not keep up with the ska-
ting skiers in my group. Considering the length 
of the race and my “disadvantage” as a double 
poler, I did very well and placed myself in the 
top 30 (27th). Naturally, the winner of the race, 
Petter Eliassen, was miles of ahead me, but then 
again, he was in a superior form winning the 
second one by almost 13 minutes (Ari Luusua, 
Finlandia-hiihto winner who got disqualified in 
that race because of his usage of skating kicks).

SAAMI SKI RACE has participants from Finland 
and Norway and some odd ones from other 
countries. This bi-lingual and bi-cultural atmos-
phere is a unique aspect in the event, and I cer-
tainly hope that this race will grow in the years 
to come. All of us can do our best to help the 
organizers by showing up in Kautokeino come 
April 2016. We all could do with some Lapland 
magic to give us an extra kick when facing our 
challenging lives in modern times. ᴥ

 www.saamiskirace.com
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Marathon ski sport is growing ra-
pidly in every corner of the snow 
covered world. There are long 
distance ski events in remote 

parts of our globe such as Australia, New Zea-
land, China and Argentina (these countries host 
new Worldloppet races). Central-Europe has 
been a great destination for marathon skiers for 
a long time now, and Scandinavia is, of course, 
a mecca for Nordic skiing. In Sweden, there are 
some talks about having a “real marathon ski 
race” that could go from one place to another 

and back with the total distance of about 200 
km. That’ll be a race to be in, and it should ma-
terialize in 2017!

Speaking of the remote places in the wor-
ld, many of us don’t think about California 
when selecting ski events to go to. Believe it or 
not, but there are many great ski races in the 
mountains of that sunny state, and one of the 
cool ones is The Great Ski Race, a 30 km race 
from Tahoe City to Truckee. The starting place 
is by the beautiful Lake Tahoe, and the course 
climbs up about 11 km until it starts its descent 

to the famous mining town Truckee where Char-
lie Chaplin intended to shoot his legendary Gold 
Rush film (because of the weather conditions he 
opted to film it in a studio in Hollywood). This 
wonderful event has more than 1000 partici-
pants and I think it is a good number for a race 
that takes place in the state better known for 
movie stars, beaches and laid-back atmosphere. 

USA, California in particular, is not famous 
for its great skiers, but there are some top 
athletes coming from that side of the pond. 
Russia, on the other hand, is without a doubt 
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a cross-country ski nation. Many ski legends 
came from that vast country, and Russia has 
always been one of the “big ones” in our belo-
ved sport. However, Russian ski teams are quite 
scarce in Ski Classics and any victories in those 
races have eluded them. One of the reasons for 
this lack of quality teams in international racing 
circuits could be the fact that there are enough 
good domestic races for Russian skiers to choo-
se from. They have their own Russialoppet with 
19 events covering all parts of the country.

Russialoppet started in 1997, and three of 

its member races belong to two international 
organizations; Demino Ski Marathon is part of 
Worldloppet and Murmans Ski Marathon and 
Ugraloppet are in Euroloppet. I had the pleasu-
re of participating in the latter race in 2014. 

Here is a video of the event that 
took place in Khanty-Mansiysk on 
a flat and windy course (you may 
think it was easy but skiing on flat 
is never a walk in the park):

RUSSIALOPPET OFFERS its members many of 
the perks and advantages that Worldloppet and 
Euroloppet do. You can become a passport hol-
der and collect stamps from each race. There 
are more than 2000 happy Russialoppet pas-
sport owners, and the number keeps growing. 
If you manage to ski 10 of the member events, 
you can become a Russialoppet Master. If that 
won’t satisfy your hunger, you can participate 
in every race in the series and become one of 
the few; Russialoppet Honorary Master. That’s 
not all; the chase for the ultimate goal conti-
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nues as you try to finish up 50 races and get 
the door opened for the Russialoppet 50 Club. 
The top of the mountain is even higher. True 
great marathon ski heroes are the ones who can 
complete 100 events and claim the title of being 
a member in the elite Russialoppet 100 Club.

It goes without saying that these prestigious 
goals are unattainable to skiers who live outsi-
de of Russia’s borders, but it shouldn’t hinder 
us from taking a trip to this new territory and 
experience something totally unique. Two great 
aspects about Russialoppet that I have to men-

tion are the age categories and the team compe-
tition. Skiers are ranked and awarded in their 
respective age groups, and in some cases mo-
netary prizes are granted. The team competion 
works in an interesting way. A team needs to 
take part in seven of the 19 races, but they can 
have different skiers for each race. The team 
gets points based on its participants’ positions 
in their age and gender groups. For example, 
winning in the female over 60 category can 
bring the team a lot of valuable points. I think 
this is something that should be utilized for Eu-

ropean races as well.
So, without further ado, I recommend that 

you book your flight to one of the Russialop-
pet events and start preparing for an adventure 
you won’t forget. You can get more info about 
the series at www.russialoppet.ru. You can 
also check out our video where the Russialop-
pet CEO Georgy Kadykov tells you what ”his 
baby” can offer you and where to go if you have 
no prior experience in traveling in Russia.

Russialoppet CEO 
Georgy Kadykov tells 
you what ”his baby”  
can offer you.
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http://www.russialoppet.ru
https://youtu.be/1U_MupS6PLw
https://youtu.be/1U_MupS6PLw
https://youtu.be/1U_MupS6PLw
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QUESTION: WHEN AND HOW DID YOU START 
MARATHON SKIING?
ANSWER: I skied mostly short races (10-30 K) 

until I was 24 years old. Then I quit skiing for 

almost four years and when I started again in 

2010, I focused on marathon races.

QUESTION: WHY DO YOU SKI - WHAT DO 
YOU GET OUT OF IT?
ANSWER: I want to see how good of an endu-

rance athlete I can get. And skiing is the best 

sport because of all nice sceneries along dif-

ferent trails.

QUESTION: YOUR GREATEST EXPERIENCE IN 
SKIING?
ANSWER: It was pretty awesome to be 25th 

in Vasaloppet in 2014, only 33 seconds behind 

the winner. It was also fun to win Engelbrekts-

loppet the same year, the second biggest race 

in Sweden.

QUESTION: YOU’VE DONE WELL IN VASA-
LOPPET, WHAT MAKES THIS EVENT SO SPE-
CIAL?
ANSWER: Vasaloppet is longer than any other 

event. A lot of things happen to your body in 

the last third of the race. Also, the snow con-

ditions are always different along the course, 

which makes your ski selection tricky.

QUESTION: HOW DO YOU TRAIN IN GENE-
RAL?
ANSWER: I try to average seven hours of trai-

ning per week during the year. I do a lot of 

double poling on the slowest roller skis I can 

get. I never train long and slow.

QUESTION: WHAT IS YOUR FAVORITE TRAI-
NING AND WHY?
ANSWER: My favorite workout is a 3 hour 

double poling with first half easy and second 

half hard. I also like 5000 m Ski-Ergo all out, 

with 5 minute warm-up and 5 min cool-do-

wn.

Vasalöparen’s editor faces a new challenge

QUESTION: YOUR THE EDITOR-IN-CHIEF 
FOR VASALÖPAREN, HOW DO YOU COMBINE 
WORK AND SKIING?
ANSWER: It is tricky, and it is difficult to take 

time for training with my wife, two kids, houses 

and work. I run with a Baby-jogger and I get up 

early in the mornings

QUESTION: YOU ARE DOING 24 H CHALLEN-
GE AGAINST THIS MAGAZINE’S EDITOR. HOW 
DID THE 24 H CHALLENGE COME ABOUT?
ANSWER: Teemu Virtanen and David Nils-

son talked about it after La Diagonela in 

January, and after that David asked me 

if I wanted to challenge Teemu, who 

currently has the world record. Of 

course I said yes, I think ultra skiing 

will become popular in a few years.

QUESTION: HOW ARE PREPARING FOR IT?
ANSWER: I plan to do a six-hour workout once 

a month starting in September. Of course, my 

goal is the break the world record of 433,5 K 

and also beat Teemu!

QUESTION: YOUR ADVICE ON HOW TO BE-
COME A GOOD MARATHON SKIER?
ANSWER: Unless you train like a pro, skip all 

long and easy workouts. Train 

for more than two hours 

once a week, and when 

you do it, go hard the 

second half.
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